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Quantum cascade lasers (QCL) are the first room temperature semiconductor laser source for the mid-IR spectral region, triggering substantial development for the advancement of mid-IR spectroscopy. Mid-IR spectroscopy in general provides rapid, label-free and objective analysis, particularly important in the field of biomedical analysis. Due to their unique properties, QCLs offer new possibilities for development of analytical methods to enable quantification of clinically relevant concentration levels and to support medical diagnostics. Compared to FTIR spectroscopy, novel and elaborated measurement techniques can be implemented that allow miniaturized and portable instrumentation. This review illustrates the characteristics of QCLs with a particular focus on their benefits for biomedical analysis. Recent applications of QCL-based spectroscopy for analysis of a variety of clinically relevant samples including breath, urine, blood, interstitial fluid, and biopsy samples are summarized. Further potential for technical advancements is discussed in combination with future prospects for employment of QCL-based devices in routine and point-of-care diagnostics.

1. Introduction

The mid-IR region (400–4000 cm⁻¹) with strong fundamental rotational–vibrational transitions offers highly discriminatory information inherently allowing molecule-specific detection.
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conventional FTIR spectrometers, QCLs offer coherent and polarized light with an increased spectral power density by a factor of 10^4 and more. Advances in technological aspects and wide availability of QCLs led to development of new measurement schemes and employment in diverse fields of application such as industrial process monitoring, security and biomedical sensing.

Mid-IR spectroscopy has been broadly applied for analysis of clinically relevant samples. This spectral region provides rich information about biomedical samples that are mainly composed of proteins, lipids, carbohydrates and deoxyribonucleic acids. The intended purpose of analytical methods for biomedical diagnostics is to provide the practitioner with tools to efficiently determine the presence and cause of disease in order to select the most appropriate intervention, thus improving patient health care via better diagnosis, prognosis and surveillance. From the analytical perspective, methods for application in a clinical setting need to fulfill the respective figures of merit in terms of analytical chemistry such as sensitivity, limit of detection (LOD), repeatability and reproducibility. From the medical viewpoint, an analytical approach needs to meet the criteria regarding statistical evaluation of diagnostic performance including receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves and specificity as appropriate for the respective diagnostic field.

Furthermore, requirements for analytical instruments designated for clinical use comprise robust and easy use (operation by untrained staff), feasibility to provide results in a timely manner (little sample preparation, short time between test and diagnosis), capability for miniaturization and portability (relevant for field tests and home use), potential for integration (point-of-care diagnostics) and, last but not least affordable costs. Particularly appealing in this regard is the prospect of non-destructive, label-free measurements that opens the possibility for non-invasive diagnostics and real-time monitoring.

The aim of developing QCL-based methods for biomedical diagnostics is not only to adopt procedures already established for FTIR spectroscopy, but perform better than these techniques and even expand into new fields and modes of application that have now become feasible due to the unique properties of these light sources. First QCLs had their applications in gas-phase analysis, which found broad distribution in industrial and atmospheric monitoring and made use of the inherent possibility of laser modulation that enabled advanced measurement schemes beyond conventional absorption spectroscopy. Methods for trace gas analysis have been adapted for breath analysis and low concentrations of breath compounds became detectable that were not accessible by FTIR spectroscopy. Since the availability of broadly tunable QCLs, there have been an ever growing number of applications in the liquid-phase. High emission powers of QCLs permit large path lengths for robust transmission measurements even in the presence of water, the ubiquitous solvent of biological samples. The broad spectral tunability facilitates the use of chemometric methods that enable accurate multi-component quantification even in a complex sample matrix. Regarding clinical applications, this signified the possibility for rugged automatization of direct measurements of bodily fluids. For IR microscopy of biopsy samples, the emergence of QCLs allowed an entirely new data acquisition scheme, i.e. discrete frequency imaging, where data is collected of only a few chosen wavenumbers that have been identified as significant for the diagnostic problem. Together with the feasibility to employ thermoelectrically-cooled microbolometers with larger field of view, QCL-based IR microscopy permits shorter acquisition times compared to FTIR microscopy.

Apart from the metrological benefits of QCLs, they allow to implement new techniques for biomedical analysis that may lead to direct amenities for the patient and additional information for the physician. In blood glucose monitoring, a non-invasive approach has been developed on grounds of QCL-based photoacoustic and photothermal spectroscopy, probing the glucose level in the interstitial fluid through skin. In breath analysis, which is inherently non-invasive, QCL-based sampling techniques can provide time-resolved data in real-time. In histopathology, since the staining step can be omitted for IR microscopic analysis and through applying accelerated data acquisition schemes enabled by QCLs, as described above, the time between biopsy and diagnosis can significantly be reduced.

This review aims at providing an exhaustive overview of current applications of QCLs, working towards or already embedded in a clinical setting. Initially, operation principles of different types of QCLs are briefly outlined followed by a discussion of the unique properties that are provided by these light sources. The main part summarizes biomedical applications of QCLs segmented into the fields of breath analysis, microscopic tissue and biofluid screening as well as analysis of bodily fluids.

2. Quantum cascade lasers as mid-IR light sources

2.1. Operation principles

Lasers (Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation) are sources of coherent radiation based on stimulated emission...
of photons. Unlike naturally occurring light sources, typically emitting thermal radiation following the Planck radiation law, laser radiation exhibits high coherence, both in terms of frequency and space. As a result, high spectral power densities are achieved, representing a significant advantage in many spectroscopic techniques.

For laser operation, two conditions need to be met: population inversion of the electronic states in the active medium and optical feedback by a resonator.11 QCLs represent a subgroup of electrically pumped semiconductor lasers. Whereas conventional semiconductor lasers generate photons by radiative recombination of electrons from the conduction band with holes from the valence band (inter-band transitions), in QCLs emission is achieved by inter-subband transitions of electrons within the semiconductors conduction band. QCLs comprise a series of layers of different semiconductor materials exhibiting varying band gaps (heterostructure) that are precisely defined both in terms of composition and thickness in the nanometer range. In conventional lasers, the emission wavelength is determined by the band gap energy of the utilized materials, thus restricting their application mainly to the UV-vis and near-IR (NIR) range. In QCLs, the emission wavelength is decoupled from the band gap of the semiconductor material. As the transitions arise between confined quantum states, the emission energy can be tailored by adjusting the layer thickness and material properties in a wide region to the particular need while keeping the same heterostructure materials.12–14

Upon application of an electrical field in the order of 50 kV cm⁻¹, electrons are injected into the upper state of the quantum well system. The subsequent radiative electron relaxation into a lower inter-subband state generates mid-IR photons with an energy corresponding to the energy difference between initial and final state (Fig. 1A). Thus, the energy spacing of the optical transition determines the wavelength of the emitted photon. The selection rule for optical transitions implies that only modes with electrical vector parallel to the growth direction (TM polarized modes) participate in the laser action, hence edge emitting QCLs emit polarized light. These optical transitions take place in the active regions, whereas the injector regions maintain population inversion. This is achieved by extraction of electrons from the active region by resonant tunnelling subsequently to optical transition. The extraction process occurs approx. ten times faster than the radiative transition, hence electrons accumulate in the subsequent injector region, thereby preserving population inversion. In QCLs, a cascade of typically up to 40 repetitions of this characteristic active region-injection sequences is realized, thus a single electron can undergo multiple radiative transitions generating mid-IR photons (“electron recycling”), in contrast to diode lasers, where each electron results in single-photon emission only.15–17

This concept obtaining optical gain from intra-band electron transitions was suggested in 1971 by Kazarinov and Suris.18 The first QCL was realized in 1994 by Faist et al. at Bell Labs (USA).19 Experimental realization of the heterostructure design was facilitated by new crystal growth technologies such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) or metal–organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) allowing for manufacturing of crystalline heterostructures with atomic level resolution (see Fig. 1B). In the processed QCL ridge, electrons are injected via the top and bottom contact layers, and then tunnel through the gain medium (active region), where mid-IR photon emission perpendicular to the layer plane is achieved (see Fig. 1C). The cladding layers act as electrical contacts to the active region. The total thickness is in the order of 4 to 8 μm, whereas the active region itself accounts for 1 to 4 μm.

Along with the layout of the active medium, the design of the resonator is of significant importance. In the resonator, the mid-IR electromagnetic waves of the laser chip propagate and get amplified, if the appropriate optical feedback is provided. In this way, stimulated emission is achieved. An in-depth analysis of the underlying physical principles and quantitative discussion of QCL operation is beyond the scope of this review article, however, a number of reviews were dedicated to this particular topic.12,15,20,21

Compared to other laser light sources in the mid-IR region, the described operation principle has significant implications on the emission parameters. Most importantly, there is the possibility of tailoring the emission wavelength independently from the bandgaps of available materials by adapting the thicknesses of the respective layers. The wavelength can be freely designed over almost 3 octaves of the photon emission frequencies using one single material system as active medium. While the material system based on InGaAs/AlInAs heterostructure grown on InP substrate is the most mature technology and compatible with mass production requirements,22 recently new
active region designs based on InAs/AlSb have been presented.23 The position of the emission center wavelength of a laser within the mid-IR region is determined by the energy difference of the two energy states corresponding to the intra-band radiative transition (see Fig. 1A). On the low frequency side of the IR region (currently approx. $\nu = 351$ cm$^{-1}$ or $\lambda = 28.5$ $\mu$m),24 the limit is given by competing phonon transitions at the edge of the Reststrahlenband. At high frequencies (currently approx. $\nu = 3300$ cm$^{-1}$ or $\lambda = 3$ $\mu$m),25 the limit is given by the maximum band-offset achievable using InGaAs/AlInAs heterostructures grown on InP substrates. Thus, the entire mid-IR region is accessible with QCLs, in most cases at room temperature conditions. Furthermore, QCLs operated with thermoelectric or liquid nitrogen cooling are available in the far-IR.26 The flexibility thus provided by QCLs constitutes a main advantage for targeted spectroscopy and can only be surpassed by free electron lasers.27

Apart from the location of the center wavelength (i.e. position of the gain maximum), the width of the gain curve is a parameter that can be tailored in QCLs. Designs based on a continuum of the states on the low-energy end of the optical transition (bound-to-continuum design) instead of only two discrete levels have paved the way for extending the gain width beyond the known possibilities of semiconductor lasers and solid state lasers in general.20,28,29 Broadband gain media of bound-to-continuum QCLs are mostly used in tunable external cavity (EC) lasers enabling spectral coverage of more than several hundred wavenumbers.30

In addition to the emission wavelength and spectral tuning range, the spectral coherence of the emitted radiation is an important parameter. A narrow laser linewidth is required particularly in gas-phase analysis to achieve high selectivity for resolving different species that have similar ro-vibrational frequencies.31–33 In QCLs, this preferred single mode emission is not inherently obtained due to the fast gain recovery that occurs in the picosecond range. Thus, the gain recovery process is faster than carrier diffusion, and spatial hole burning is dominant, favoring multimode operation.34 However, single mode emission can be achieved by incorporating a frequency filter or mode selector, e.g. grating into the laser system cavity.

2.2. Types of QCLs and their field of applications

QCLs are generally classified by means of the resonator design. The three common types of laser resonators are Fabry Pérot (FP), distributed feedback (DFB) and external cavity (EC), see Fig. 2. Depending on the configuration, the overall gain provided by the active region is reduced by the sum of all losses related to the respective resonator design. Losses include unavoidable losses, e.g. waveguide losses due to light propagation in the laser chip, and mirror losses stemming from the facets, as well as losses that are introduced on purpose for selecting specific emission wavelengths within the available gain curve. The latter can be a wavelength-selective grating, which is either integrated in the laser chip itself (Bragg grating) or realized as an external diffraction grating.15

The Fabry–Pérot (FP) design is the simplest resonator configuration consisting of the bare QCL chip with high reflection coatings on the end facets of the laser ridge. Sufficient gain must be provided by the active material and the distance between the mirrors must allow constructive interference to meet the conditions for light amplification. Hence, the determining parameter in a FP configuration is the cavity length. However, the standing wave condition is fulfilled for a large number of longitudinal modes, resulting in multimode emission over a wide spectral range with hundreds of longitudinal modes.34,35 These emission characteristics are disadvantageous for most spectroscopic applications, particularly in the gas-phase, where single mode emission is preferred. Nevertheless, FP-QCLs have been applied for liquid-phase analysis, where absorption bands are much broader.36,37 Further, it has been proposed to use this type of QCLs in frequency combs38 and as multi-mode CW source for FTIR spectroscopy replacing conventional low-power globars.39

In DFB-QCLs, a Bragg grating is integrated into the laser waveguide along the light propagation direction, thus selecting a single mode within the gain provided by the active medium.12,29 This selection mechanism leads to increased losses for all modes except the one the grating was designed for. The emission wavelength of DFB-QCLs is tunable within a range of approx. 5 cm$^{-1}$ by changing the injection current and/or the operation temperature.40 Both methods of tuning lead to a change in the effective refractive index of the laser chip material and thus shift the resonance wavelengths of the Bragg grating, with a tuning rate approx. 0.1–0.2 cm$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$.12 This type of QCL is available as standard ridge, multi-segment array, and ring-design. Most commercial DFB-QCLs are configured as ridge lasers which are designed for facet edge emission. The associated disadvantage of a beam divergence in the range of a few tens of degrees needs to be corrected by collimation optics. Due to its narrowband single-mode emission, this type of QCL is the most commonly used for gas measurements.31–43 In order to achieve broader spectral coverage in the range of several tens of wavenumbers featuring a spectral resolution of better than 0.01 cm$^{-1}$ (300 MHz), multiple DFB ridges can be combined to obtain a DFB-QCL array.44–47 Potential applications for this multi-wavelength QCL light source may be in the analysis of liquid analytes, where broad spectral ranges need to be
covered or for analysis of multiple gas species. DFB-QCLs have been further implemented in form of ring-cavity surface emitting (RCSE) QCLs, where wavelength selection and surface emission are enabled by radial second-order Bragg gratings etched on top of the ring cavity. This type of laser is characterised by mode-hop-free operation and beam stability during operation combined with a low threshold current density. Compared to conventional laser types, RCSE-QCLs exhibit larger tuning ranges (up to 10.8 cm⁻¹), lower lasing thresholds and a higher optical output power due to the absence of facet losses. Low beam divergence of only a few degrees facilitates coupling of the emitted light into an optical system. RCSE-QCLs have been employed for gas measurements in process analytics.

In contrast to the DBF approach, where a fixed emission wavelength is selected by an integrated Bragg grating, the external cavity (EC) design enables broadband spectral tuning by an external diffraction grating. Changing the angle of the diffraction grating relative to the QCL chip allows tuning ranges of up to several hundred wavenumbers. Hence, three parameters determine the mode spectrum of an EC-QCL: the QCL chip FP modes, the external cavity FP modes as well as the reflectivity spectrum of the external grating. In total, this leads to a broad emission curve with a superimposed fine structure. First EC-QCLs featuring spectral coverage of approx. 35 cm⁻¹ at cryogenic temperatures have been introduced in 2001. Subsequent developments enabled room-temperature operation and in current state-of-the-art EC-QCLs, the spectral coverage of a single chip could be extended to a maximum of 556 cm⁻¹ in the 3–4 μm region and 432 cm⁻¹ in the 7.6–11.4 μm region. Even larger tuning ranges of more than 1000 cm⁻¹ provided by a single device can be achieved by beam combination of up to four individual EC-QCL modules, as commercially available by Block Engineering (Marlborough, USA), Daylight Solutions (San Diego, USA) and Pranalytica (Santa Monica, USA). For their latest models, tuning rates of up to 25 000 cm⁻¹ s⁻¹ (LaserTune, Block Engineering) and 5000 cm⁻¹ s⁻¹ (MIRcat-QT, Daylight Solutions) have been specified.

Regarding their emission characteristics, EC-QCLs are available in pulsed, standard continuous wave (CW) and mode-hop-free (MHF)-CW configurations. Pulsed and standard CW operation allow largest spectral tuning ranges and are frequently used for condensed phase spectroscopy and have found their applications in far-field infrared microscopy, stand-off measurements of solid residues as well as in analysis of liquids. However, these configurations might cause problems in high resolution gas-phase spectroscopy due to mode-hops that can occur during tuning. Mode-hops originate from competition of different optical modes for the available net gain in the laser medium. Consequently, laser emission ‘hopping’ from one mode to another, although the gain spectrum itself is homogeneous, may lead to distinctive gaps in the emission curve with associated laser noise. To achieve mode-hop-free tuning, a mode locking system has been developed for precisely matching the EC length and diffraction grating angle during the tuning process. Here, drifts in laser emission power over time remain a difficulty for trace gas analysis. The additional expenditures required for MHF operation result in smaller spectral coverage and lower tuning rates.

2.3. Specific properties of QCLs relevant for applied spectroscopy

The fundamentally different nature of quantum cascade lasers provides unique properties in comparison to other mid-IR light sources. QCLs provide coherent and polarized light at high spectral power densities. Furthermore, they can be operated at room temperature with versatile operation modes and with narrow spectral linewidth. In the following, practical implications on spectroscopic applications arising from these unique characteristics will be discussed.

The spectral power provided by QCLs (mW–W range) is several orders of magnitude higher than that of globars employed in FTIR spectrometers (μW range). The resultant increase of the measurement signal can either be proportional to the emission power, e.g. in case of photoacoustic detection, or logarithmic by increasing the achievable optical path length in case of direct absorption spectroscopy, due to the exponential attenuation of the signal intensity according to Beer–Lambert’s law. When comparing QCL-based spectroscopy with FTIR spectroscopy in terms of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the noise level introduced by low intensity thermal light sources in FTIR spectrometers can usually be neglected. Furthermore, FTIR spectroscopy benefits from the Fellgett’s advantage (all wavelengths passing through the sample simultaneously) and the Jaquint’s advantage (higher light throughput than in passive dispersive techniques, where a monochromator slit is needed) that partially compensate for the low optical powers provided by thermal emitters. High intensity laser sources, on the other hand, contribute to the overall measurement noise, particularly when operated in pulsed mode due to pulse-to-pulse intensity fluctuations. This partially cancels out the signal-enhancement due to the substantial increase in optical path length enabled by QCLs in liquid-phase transmission measurements.

When applying an thermoelectrically-cooled detector, the SNR turned out to be similar to state-of-the-art FTIR spectrometers equipped with a liquid nitrogen-cooled detector. In mid-IR microscopy, QCL powered imaging systems allow 150 times faster spectral data acquisition at equivalent SNR at comparable spectral and lateral resolution.

For high spectral resolution applications, the field is dominated by DFB-QCLs and EC-QCLs in single-mode operation. The narrow-linewidth emission offers high selectivity, high sensitivity and enable multiple-species sensing that is particularly desirable in trace-gas sensing. In conventional FTIR spectroscopy, improvement of the spectral resolution comes along with increased instrument dimensions due to the inverse proportionality between the resolution and the travelling range of the moving mirror. Standard FTIR laboratory spectrometers offer resolutions of approx. 0.06 cm⁻¹ (e.g. Vertex 80, Bruker Optics). In single-mode laser based systems the spectral resolution is basically limited by the laser line width. QCLs offer particularly small linewidths even compared to other laser sources in the mid-IR spectral range, owing to their symmetric gain curve. Laser linewidths are commonly...
expressed in Hz, however, in mid-IR spectroscopy cm\(^{-1}\) are preferred as unity. Single mode emitting QCLs typically provide linewidths of \(<30\ \text{MHz}\ (<0.001\ \text{cm}^{-1})\).\(^{1,2}\) Particularly small linewidths of \(<10\ \text{Hz}\ (<3 \times 10^{-9}\ \text{cm}^{-1})\) were realized by locking QCLs to optical cavities.\(^{77,78}\)

State-of-the-art QCLs can be operated in CW and pulsed mode at room temperature without cryogenic cooling but employing thermoelectric temperature control. Both operation modes have their advantages and limitations. Generally, the spectral coverage of a laser is larger when operated in pulsed operation compared to CW mode. For gas-phase analysis, CW operation is preferable as narrower linewidths can be achieved.\(^{13,79}\) Further, CW operation allows to implement enhanced modulation techniques that can further improve the sensitivity of measurements.\(^{80,81}\) Pulsed operation suffers from pulse-to-pulse intensity fluctuations,\(^{82,83}\) but requires lower energy and no water cooling, consequently this mode may be preferential for portable devices.\(^{80}\) When performing measurements in the condensed phase (liquid or bulk), larger absorption values can lead to excess heat transfer to the sample, which is undesired in direct absorption measurements.\(^{63}\) Hence, pulsed mode operation can be considered as more attractive, as low average power avoid unwanted heat transfer to the sample which would lead to sample alteration, whereas high peak power levels allow for large optical path lengths in transmission measurements.\(^{74,83,84}\)

Another effect observed in pulsed operation is a frequency downchirp of the QCL emission during each pulse caused by internal Joule heating. This effect is utilized, e.g. in intra-pulse spectroscopy by tuning over narrow gas absorption bands combined with a time-resolved measurement of the absorption using a fast detector.\(^{85}\) The spectral downchirp is usually in the range of a few wavenumbers for ridge-type DFB-QCLs and slightly higher for RCSE-QCLs.\(^{55}\) QCL-IR microscopy measurements of biological samples have been performed in CW\(^{86,87}\) as well as in pulsed\(^{88,89}\) operation mode.

The coherent nature of QCL emission enables advanced measurement schemes beyond conventional direct absorption measurements such as optical heterodyne detection\(^{98-94}\) or Mach–Zehnder interferometry.\(^{92-94}\) Further, an optical coherence tomography (OCT) system in the mid-IR region based on a QCL has been realized.\(^{95,96}\) The improved characteristics of QCLs enabled the implementation of frequency combs\(^{97}\) that provide an emission spectrum composed of a set of modes that are perfectly equally-spaced and have a well-defined phase relationship between each other.\(^{98,99}\) In molecular spectroscopy, these optical sources have been employed for dual-comb spectroscopy that is based on the generation of a multi-heterodyne beating between two frequency combs with slightly different repetition frequencies. A detector measures the multi-heterodyne beat that contains information regarding the sample absorption at the optical frequency of the comb line.\(^{100}\) Employing this technique, broadband (15 cm\(^{-1}\)), high resolution (80 MHz, 0.0027 cm\(^{-1}\)) spectra in the gas phase have been acquired at very short acquisition times (μs) and no moving parts.\(^{101}\) Most recently, a commercial instrument based on this principle has become available (IRspectrometer, IRSweep).

Finally, radiation emitted by QCLs is linearly polarized, oriented perpendicular to the layered structure of the active region. This polarization originates in the quantum mechanical selection rules associated with inter-subband transitions.\(^{102,103}\) Polarized light offers the possibility of enhanced selectivity, e.g. for the analysis of enantiomers and sensitivity, e.g. for Doppler-free polarization spectroscopy.\(^{32,104}\) For determining the stereochemistry of chiral molecules by vibrational circular dichroism, the polarization of the QCL was externally modulated between left- and right-circular states by use of an photoelastic modulator.\(^{105}\) In situ polarization control of QCL emission by facet engineering has been reported by using metallic gratings as plasmonic polarizers\(^{106-108}\) or by integrated polarization mode converters in the laser waveguide.\(^{109}\)

3. Application of QCLs in biomedical diagnostics

The works presented in this section illustrate a snapshot of the current state of biomedical implementations of QCLs in breath analysis, IR imaging for histopathology and biofluid screening as well as analysis of bodily fluids. Table 1 gives a summary of the applications. There were developed and published a large number of techniques and approaches for QCL-based analysis of specifically prepared samples that contain biological molecules. However, in the following, this review focusses on providing an overview of reports that detect clinically relevant parameters in the actual matrix, preferably even directly derived from a donor sample.

3.1. QCL-IR spectroscopy for breath analysis

Recent developments have made QCL-based detection schemes viable alternatives for exhaled breath analysis. Non-invasive and safe operation for both, the patient and personnel, easy use and the ability to early detect pathogenic changes at molecular level are the main advantage of breath testing. Traditionally, sensitive gas analysis was dominated by mass spectroscopy (MS), proton transfer reaction-MS and gas chromatography (GC). These analytical techniques come along with high size and cost as well as complicated maintenance routines that impede mobile and real-time online investigations.\(^{110}\) Alternatively, low cost devices such as pellistors and semiconductor or electrochemical sensors provide sensitivity in the low ppm range, but suffer from low selectivity.\(^{111}\) Within clinical diagnostics, breath analysis holds a unique position, as there is basically unlimited supply for continuous sampling together with availability within a short time frame unlike other bodily fluids such as blood or urine, whose production and thus collection is limited.\(^{112}\) Accordingly, time-resolved and even real-time monitoring of exhaled breath is feasible and has become a desired parameter for analytical techniques employed in this field, along with distinct sensitivity and selectivity. The breath matrix (99.99%) is composed of nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide and argon. The remaining volume (~100 ppm) consists of a mixture of approx. 500 different compounds, each present at concentration in the
Table 1 Summary of QCL applications in biomedical spectroscopy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analyte</th>
<th>Spectroscopic technique</th>
<th>QCL type</th>
<th>QCL operation mode</th>
<th>Citations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| $^{13}$CO$_2$/CO$_2$ | Multipass AS | DFB-QCL | Pulsed | Weidmann et al., 2005
| AS | DFB-QCL | Pulsed | Rubin et al., 2011
| AS | DFB-QCL | CW | Kasyutich et al., 2012
| Hollow core waveguide | EC-QCL | Pulsed | Wörel et al., 2011
| Acetone | AS | EC-QCL | Pulsed | Ciaffoni et al., 2012
| Carbon monoxide (CO) | Multipass AS | DFB-QCL | Pulsed | Reyes-Reyes et al., 2015
| OA-ICOS, 2/fWMS | DFB-QCL | CW | Moekops et al., 2006
| Multipass 2/fWMS | EC-QCL | CW | Pakmanesh et al., 2016
| Ammonia (NH$_3$) | CRDS | DFB-QCL | Pulsed | Ghorbani et al., 2017
| 2/fWM-QEAPAS | DFB-QCL | CW | Lewicki et al., 2011
| 2/fWM-QEAPAS | DFB-QCL | CW | Tittel et al., 2012
| Nitric oxide (NO) | Multipass AS, CE-AS | DFB-QCL | CW | Owen et al., 2014
| Multipass 2/fWMS | DFB-QCL | CW | Menzel et al., 2001
| Multipass 2/fWMS | DFB-QCL | CW | Cristescu et al., 2008
| 2/fWMS-OA-ICOS | DFB-QCL | CW | Mandon et al., 2012
| ICOS, CRDS | DFB-QCL | Pulsed | Silva et al., 2005
| ICOS | DFB-QCL | CW | McCurdy et al., 2006
| ICOS | DFB-QCL | CW | McCurdy et al., 2007
| ICOS | DFB-QCL | CW | Marchenko et al., 2013
| CEAS | DFB-QCL | Pulsed | Wojtas, 2013
| CRDS | EC-QCL | CW | De et al., 2016
| $^{14}$NO/$^{15}$NO | FRS spectroscopy | DFB-QCL | CW | Wang et al., 2015
| NO, CO, N$_2$O, CO$_2$ | Multipass AS | DFB-QCL | Pulsed | Shorter et al., 2010
| Multicomponent | Multipass AS | EC-QCL | Pulsed | Reyes-Reyes et al., 2014

Histopathology and biofluid screening

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue type</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Data processing method</th>
<th>Citations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Human breast | Introducing custom-made setup | | Yeh et al., 2014
| Mouse lung | Assessing discrete frequency imaging | | Yeh and Bhargava, 2016
| Human cardiovascular | Distinction between myocardium and fibrosis | Bayesian classifier | Tiwari et al., 2016
| Mouse jejunum | Identification of tissue types | $k$-Means clustering | Kröger et al., 2014
| Mouse colon | Differentiation of ulcerative and infectious colitis | $k$-Means clustering | Kröger-Lui et al., 2015
| Human breast | Assessing discrete frequency imaging | | Bassan et al., 2014
| Human prostate | Discrimination of normal and cancerous epithelium | Random forest algorithm | Pilling et al., 2016
| Human blood serum | Discrimination of normal and cancerous samples | Peak centroid correlation | Hughes et al., 2016
| Human colon | Distinction between hepatocytes and fibrosis | $k$-Means clustering | Bird and Rowlette, 2017

Bodily fluids

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analyte</th>
<th>Matrix</th>
<th>Spectroscopic technique</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>QCL type</th>
<th>QCL operation mode</th>
<th>Citations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Glucose | Blood serum | Transmission | In vitro | DFB-QCL | Pulsed | Martin et al., 2005
| Blood serum | Transmission | In vitro | EC-QCL | Pulsed | Brandstetter et al., 2012
| Blood plasma | Transmission | In vitro | EC-QCL | Pulsed | Brandstetter et al., 2013
| ISF | Fiber-based transmission | In vivo – invasive | FP-QCL | Pulsed | Vrančić et al., 2014
| Blood serum | Transmission | In vitro | EC-QCL | Pulsed | Liakat et al., 2013
| ISF | Backscattering | In vivo – non-invasive | EC-QCL | Pulsed | Liakat et al., 2014
| ISF | PAS | In vivo – non-invasive | DFB-QCL | Pulsed | von Lilienfeld-Toal et al., 2005
| ISF | PAS | In vivo – non-invasive | EC-QCL | Pulsed | Pleitez et al., 2012
| ISF | PAS | In vivo – non-invasive | EC-QCL | Pulsed | Pleitez et al., 2013
| ISF | PTD | In vivo – non-invasive | EC-QCL | Pulsed | Pleitez et al., 2015
| ISF | PTD | In vivo – non-invasive | EC-QCL | Pulsed | Hertzberg et al., 2017
| ISF | PAS/PTD | In vivo – non-invasive | EC-QCL | Pulsed | Bauer et al., 2017
| ISF | Reflectometry | In vivo – non-invasive | EC-QCL | Pulsed | Pleitez et al., 2017
| ISF | Fiber-based PAS | In vivo – non-invasive | EC-QCL | CW | Kottmann et al., 2012
| ISF | Fiber-based PAS | In vivo – non-invasive | EC-QCL | CW | Kottmann et al., 2016
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ppmv to pptv range.\textsuperscript{113} For selective mid-IR spectroscopic detection, this implicates that an analyte-specification absorption line needs to be identified which does not overlap with absorption bands of interfering matrix compounds that occur at much higher concentrations. In order to detect analytes at those low concentration ranges, diverse methods have been implemented to enhance the limits of conventional direct laser absorption spectroscopy (LAS). Among them, multipass absorption spectroscopy, cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS), integrated cavity output spectroscopy (ICOS), as well as photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) and quartz-enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopy (QEPAS) have to be mentioned.\textsuperscript{1,80,114}

Clinical breath analysis can be classified in two categories. One category marks the analysis of molecules that are endogenously produced due to normal or abnormal metabolic processes and thus may act as indicators (biomarkers) of specific diseases or metabolic disorders.\textsuperscript{115,116} The concentration of these volatile organic compounds (VOC) depends on food intake, state of physical condition and general health as well as multiple environmental factors.\textsuperscript{117} As some of these compounds may also be present in ambient air and may be consequently inhaled, strategies for the elimination or discrimination between exogenous and endogenous origin need to be devised.\textsuperscript{118} The second category comprises the detection of isotopic labelled species such as carbon dioxide or nitrous oxide after administration and comprises the detection of isotopic labelled species such as 13CO2 or 15NO allows for indirect processing, comparable results to GC-MS could be obtained for the liver function.\textsuperscript{120} Rubin et al. utilized a pulsed DFB-QCL with a balanced detection scheme. The flow-through arrangement enabled continuous real-time measurements with sensitivity in the ppbv range after Voight fitting of the absorption peak areas.\textsuperscript{120} Most recently, Wörle et al. introduced a device for CO2 isotope analysis in mice breath based on an EC-QCL light source coupled to a hollow core waveguide (HWG).\textsuperscript{131} A HWG is a light pipe with the inner surface coated with highly reflective layer that acts both as optical waveguide and gas cell that enables sample volumes as low as approx. 100 μL. The application of a broadly tunable EC-QCL facilitated spectroscopic coverage of the entire ν1 absorption features of 12CO2 and 13CO2. After multivariate data processing, comparable results to GC-MS could be obtained for the isotopic ratio.

For detection and discrimination of 14NO and 15NO, an approach based on Faraday rotation spectroscopy (FRS) has been presented.\textsuperscript{132} Spectroscopic analysis of NO in the mid-IR region is performed by targeting fundamental rotational–vibrational absorption lines in the wavenumber range of 1800–1950 cm\textsuperscript{-1}. Although sensitive methods for NO analysis in breath are available (see below), the advantage of FRS is its exclusive selectivity to paramagnetic species such as NO, thus avoiding spectral

### Table 1 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analyte</th>
<th>Matrix</th>
<th>Spectroscopic technique</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>QCL type</th>
<th>QCL operation mode</th>
<th>Citations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cocaine</td>
<td>Saliva</td>
<td>Waveguide</td>
<td>In vitro</td>
<td>DFB-QCL</td>
<td>CW</td>
<td>Wiggl et al., 2013\textsuperscript{124}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Saliva</td>
<td>Waveguide</td>
<td>In vitro</td>
<td>DFB-QCL</td>
<td>CW</td>
<td>Joury et al., 2014\textsuperscript{125}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

interference with ubiquitous diamagnetic species in breath samples such as H2O and CO2 that also absorb in the mid-IR region. In FRS, a magnetic field is applied to the sample cell containing paramagnetic species, along the propagation direction of the probe laser beam. Due to Zeeman splitting of the paramagnetic transitions, the sample exhibits magnetic circular birefringence i.e. a difference in refractive indices for left-handed and right-handed circularly polarized components. Hence, propagation of linearly polarized light through the sample causes rotation of its polarization axis which is proportional to the concentration of the analyte. The resulting small phase-shift between circularly polarized components is detected after an analyzer that is perpendicularly oriented with respect to the polarization of the incident light. In the developed setup, a DFB-QCL emitting near 1842 cm⁻¹ is employed to target both the ¹⁵NO and ¹⁴NO absorption lines in combination with a TE-cooled MCT detector, enabling cryogen-free and portable operation. A magnetic field of 158 G is applied to the gas cell (effective path length: 45 cm) by an air core solenoid. For sensitive detection, a dual-modulation detection method has been devised, employing both magnetic field and laser wavelength modulation as depicted in Fig. 3A. Detection limits of 3.72 ppbv Hz⁻¹/₂ for ¹⁴NO and 0.53 ppbv Hz⁻¹/₂ for ¹⁵NO could be achieved. In preliminary tests, this system has been successfully applied for continuous breath analysis. Furthermore, it has been used in a clinical setup for off-line analysis of nitrite/nitrate in urine after chemical conversion to NO. Labelled NO has been used in a clinical setup for off-line analysis of nitrite/nitrate in urine after chemical conversion to NO. ¹³³ Labelled NO has been employed in a clinical setup for off-line analysis of nitrite/nitrate in urine after chemical conversion to NO.

QCls have been also employed for analysis of biomarkers in breath. Breath gas concentration of biomarkers can be associated with respective blood concentrations and thus to related metabolic processes. Among the numerous breath biomarkers, several have been the target of spectroscopic analysis employing QCls. Acetone is an attractive biomarker as it is the most abundant volatile compound endogenously released by the lungs. Reported concentrations for healthy individuals range from 0.39 to 1.09 ppm. Elevated levels of acetone in human breath have been related with type 1 diabetes. Consequently, acetone analysis in breath poses an compelling alternative for screening of potential diabetes patients as opposed to invasive determination of blood glucose. Within the mid-IR range, acetone shows a broad absorbance feature between 1180 and 1250 cm⁻¹ originating from the C–C stretching vibration.

In 2012, Ciaffoni et al. developed a spectrometer setup that combined a CW–DFB-QCL operated at ~8.2 μm (1216.5 cm⁻¹) with cavity-enhanced absorption spectroscopy. After experimental removal of water vapor, similar acetone concentrations as with mass spectrometry were obtained with a LOD of 0.51 ppmv. Reyes-Reyes et al. employed a pulsed EC-QCL covering the spectroscopic region between 850 and 1250 cm⁻¹ to perform direct absorption spectroscopy using a multipass gas cell with an optical path of approx. 55 m. After computational removal of the water absorption lines, the acetone concentration was obtained by multiline fitting with a limit of detection of 0.15 ppmv.

Carbon monoxide is a gas that is both formed endogenously but also inhaled from the environment. In the metabolism, CO is generated during the catalytic breakdown of heme and most of the produced gas is exhaled resulting in a concentration of 1–3 ppm CO in the breath of a healthy, non-smoking human. As CO levels in the breath of smokers are approx. five times higher, screening of CO has been proposed to assess smoking status and behaviour. Further, CO has been implicated as possible indicator of lung inflammation or oxidative stress. For CO analysis via IR spectroscopy, often an absorption line in the R-branche of the CO stretching absorption feature is chosen ranging between 2150 and 2220 cm⁻¹. Moeskops et al. reported CO measurements in breath employing a pulsed DFB-QCL using a multipass cell with a path length of 20 m. Different spectrometer configurations (laser pulse length, balanced detection, amplitude modulation) were compared to achieve optimal sensitivity and selectivity and detection of minimum CO concentrations of 40 ppbv was experimentally shown. For real-time CO monitoring, a LOD of 175 ppbv was obtained at an integration time of 0.2 s and continuous measurements along several breaths were demonstrated. Pakmanesh et al. employed a CW–DFB-QCL to compare off-axis integrated cavity output spectroscopy (OA-ICOS) and wavelength modulation 2f/f₁ spectroscopy (WMS) for CO analysis in breath. To minimize drifts of the
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**Fig. 3** (A) Schematic configuration of a FRS system. (B) Measurement of ¹⁵NO (red) and ¹⁴NO (blue) concentration after chemical conversion of nitrite/nitrate from patient’s urine samples obtained before and after ¹⁵N labeled arginine was introduced. Reproduced from ref. 132 with permission from Nature Publishing Group, copyright 2015.
laser wavelength, the QCL frequency was locked to a scanned absorption line in a reference cell. The WMS setup featuring a 20 cm absorption gas cell and lock-in detection shows similar performance as the OA-ICOS approach with an effective optical path of 160 m and a detector featuring a 400 times better detectivity. With both setups, a detection limit of 21 ppbv was reached at 1 s averaging time. More recently, Ghorbani et al. demonstrated simultaneous real-time measurements of exhaled CO and CO2 utilizing a CW–EC-QCL with a MHF tuning range from 2080–2173 cm⁻¹. Employing a circular multipass cell with an effective path length of 3.99 m and 2f/WMS curve fitting, detection limits of 9 ppbv and 650 ppmv could be achieved at 0.14 s spectrum acquisition time for CO and CO₂, respectively.

Ammonia in breath originates from metabolic breakdown of proteins. Exhaled ammonia concentrations of healthy individuals range from 0.25 to 2.9 ppm. Increased levels of ammonia in breath has been associated with liver and kidney disorders, and *Helicobacter pylori* infections. For analysis of gas-phase ammonia, absorption lines near the ν₂ umbrella mode at 932.4 cm⁻¹ are selected that do not overlap with adjacent absorption lines of interfering gas species. In 2006, Manne et al. developed a breath gas analyser based on pulsed cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) employing a DFB-QCL operating near 970 cm⁻¹. At 20 s integration time, a sensitivity of 50 ppbv was demonstrated for analysis of human breath. It was shown that the ammonia level in breath increases after food intake. More recently, the same group compared inter- and intra-pulse techniques for ammonia detection employing a DFB-QCL and an astigmatic Herriot cell with 150 m path length. Detection limits for breath ammonia were 3 ppbv at 1 s averaging time, a sensitivity of 50 ppbv was demonstrated for a minimum detectable ammonia concentration of 6 ppbv. Fig. 4 shows a typical breath ammonia profile obtained by this setup. The higher ammonia level in the first part reflects the concentration in the oral cavity, related to oral bacterial processes. After breath sampling is completed, remaining ammonia is removed from the system. This sensor platform has been tested on-site in a medical breath research center. Owen et al. developed an ammonia breath sensor based on a CW–DFB-QCL operated near 1103.44 cm⁻¹ employing 2f/WMS detection. The minimum detectable ammonia concentration was found to be 7 ppbv. In this study, ammonia levels of chronic kidney disease patients (1000 to 4500 ppbv) were found to be approx. ten times higher than of healthy individuals (100 to 350 ppbv).

Nitric oxide (NO) is an attractive gas species for analysis applications as it is relevant for atmospheric pollution monitoring and vehicle exhaust control. In human metabolism, NO is involved in numerous important functions related to immune reactions and neurotransmission. The concentration of NO in breath of healthy individuals originating from the lower pathways ranges from 5 to 20 ppbv, NO concentration stemming from the nasal cavity varies between 40 to 200 ppbv. Elevated levels of exhaled oral NO (20–80 ppbv) have been related to inflammatory respiratory disorders such as asthma. Currently, the analysis method for clinical NO measurements approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is based on chemiluminescence after reaction of NO with ozone, featuring a LOD of <1 ppbv at an response time of 1 s. Further employed techniques are based on electrochemistry and laser-based spectroscopy. There is a commercially available QCL-based gas sensor for NO and other gases that has been applied for determination of exhaled NO in clinical studies. QCL-based sensors for exhaled NO detection have been developed based on absorption spectroscopy using a multipass cell as well as cavity ring-down spectroscopy. McCurdy et al. reported an ICOS based spectrometer employing a CW–DFB-QCL operating at 1915 cm⁻¹ capable of performing real-time measurements of NO and CO₂ in a single breath cycle. The sensor employed a 50 cm long high-finesse optical
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**Fig. 4** (A) Block diagram of ammonia breath sensor architecture. (B) Time-resolved breath ammonia profile. Reproduced from ref. 147 with permission from SPIE Press, copyright 2011.
cavity that provides an effective path length of approx. 700 m. A LOD of 1.2 ppbv at 1 s integration time was achieved. Comparison of the data obtained from multiple breath measurements showed good agreement with a commercial chemiluminescence analyser. A NO sensor based on a CW–DFB-QCL operated between 1891 and 1908 cm⁻¹ in combination with a multipass cell with an optical path length of 76 m was presented by Mandon et al.¹⁵⁷ By employing a wavelength modulation scheme this approach allowed a LOD of 0.5 ppbv at an integration time of 1 s. The results obtained by this sensor device were found to be in clinically acceptable agreement with a commercial chemiluminescence and electrochemical analyser. Most recently, a CW–EC-QCL cavity ring-down spectrometer has been reported for NO detection and was tested for breath analysis.¹⁶⁴ The EC-QCL was operated in mode-hop-free mode combined with a high-finesse optical cavity of 50 cm that provides an effective optical path of approx. 1.7 km. At an integration time of 13 s (i.e. 1200 ring-down decay signals), a LOD of 57 pptv could be achieved.

Apart from the described approaches focusing on detection of one single gas species, there have been attempts to perform multigas analysis in breath samples. Shorter et al. combined two commercially available QCL sensors in a custom-built instrument for multicomponent breath analysis.¹⁵⁴,¹⁶⁶ The system comprises a breath sampling system for multiple exhalation flows and the associated pumping system together with two gas sensors employing a 75 m multipass cell and pulsed DFB-QCLs operating at 1900 cm⁻¹ for NO and CO₂ and 2190 cm⁻¹ for CO and N₂O analysis, respectively. The presence of NO and CO in breath have been identified as biomarkers of asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). Monitoring of CO₂ offers the additional value of determining dead space volume. For NO, a LOD of 0.9 ppbv was obtained at an integration time of 1 s. The sensor device allowed to collect real-time data at an acquisition rate of 10 Hz. Spectra of exhaled breath are shown in Fig. 5A and B along with the simultaneous measured data obtained from breath analysis in Fig. 5C. This setup was the first QCL-based system used for a clinical study of exhaled breath from patients with asthma and COPD.¹⁵⁴

Reyes-Reyes et al. employed a pulsed EC-QCL operated between 830 and 1250 cm⁻¹ in combination with a 55 m multipass transmission cell and a balanced detection scheme for multicomponent gas analysis.¹⁶⁶ Concentration determination was possible for molecules with a broad spectral profile such as acetone and ethanol but was impaired for species with sharp spectral features such as carbon dioxide. This setup was used in a clinical study of children with asthma and cystic fibrosis. Discrimination between healthy individuals and patients was conducted by chemometric analysis without concentration determination of the individual gas species.¹⁶⁷

### 3.2. QCL-IR imaging for histopathology and biofluid screening

Over the last decade, there have been an increasing number of reports on employment of QCLs for imaging applications. Infrared microscopy offers the possibility to support clinical diagnostics in histopathology and biofluid screening. Traditionally, histopathology is based on identification of changes in morphology and architecture of potentially diseased tissue. Every biopsy tissue sample needs to be fixed, thin-sectioned and stained prior to individual microscopic examination. Currently, this approach is considered as the gold standard for identifying the manifestations of disease in tissue. However, the time-consuming procedure introduces significant delays between biopsy and diagnosis, and it has been shown that diagnosis based on tissue morphology and architecture is intrinsically subjective and leads to intra- and inter-observer error.¹⁶⁸,¹⁶⁹ Due to the high information density of IR imaging, biological samples can be investigated without the need of endogenous labels, in a non-destructive manner and with little or no sample preparation.¹⁷⁰ In combination with advanced chemometric data evaluation, IR imaging can provide an approach for spectral histopathology that is based on objective interpretation of molecular changes in biopsy tissue. These biomolecular tissue transformations precede any morphological change, consequently diseases can be potentially early-detected in pre-malignant stages.³ In cancer diagnostics, discrimination between normal and cancerous tissue by IR spectral imaging has been demonstrated with high sensitivity and specificity,¹⁷¹ as well as determination of cancer grade¹⁷² and stage.¹⁷³ Furthermore, studies have shown that tissue deemed normal by traditional histopathological methods was identified as abnormal by IR spectral imaging.¹⁷⁴,¹⁷⁵ Progress in this field has been recently reviewed.³,¹⁷⁶,¹⁷⁷–¹⁷⁸

In addition to the added value of the aforementioned specific properties of QCLs, within the specific application in IR microscopy, the concept of discrete frequency (DF) imaging can be realized by employing QCLs. In this approach, imaging data is only measured at a specific set of wavenumbers that provide all the relevant analytical information. This results in a significant drop in measuring time and reduction of data.
volume that consequently decreases data handling time for subsequent chemometric analysis.\textsuperscript{179,180} An experimental benefit from sequentially imaging single wavenumbers is the possibility to optimize the optical focus for each wavenumber of interest.\textsuperscript{181} The higher flux of QCLs allows to employ uncooled bolometer detectors instead of cryogenic mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) single point detectors and focal plane arrays (FPA).\textsuperscript{182}

So far, for QCL-IR microscopy and imaging, EC-QCLs have exclusively been used as light source, but for DF imaging also the application of DFB-QCLs seems feasible. Most recently, it has also been demonstrated, that even with full spectra acquisition, a QCL-based imaging system may have 150\times faster acquisition times than FTIR microscopes at equivalent signal-to-noise level.\textsuperscript{75} In 2014, the first commercial QCL-based IR imaging system became available (Spero, Daylight Solutions Inc., San Diego, CA, USA).

After early demonstrations of the feasibility of QCL-based IR microscopy,\textsuperscript{183,184} particularly the Bhargava group focussed on development and characterisation of a custom-built setup\textsuperscript{59,182} and subsequent application to biomedical and clinical questions.\textsuperscript{59,88}

Using their setup, Kole et al. discussed the implications of employing a spatially coherent light source for IR imaging and the resulting spectral differences.\textsuperscript{182} Yeh et al. coupled a pulsed EC-QCL source containing four individual QCL chips (covering the combined tuning range of \(\sim 780 \) to 1900 cm\(^{-1}\)) to a FPA-MCT detector.\textsuperscript{59} In this study, an unstained breast tissue was imaged in transmission mode by the QCL-FPA system and compared to FTIR imaging. A gain factor of \(1100/N\) in acquisition time has been reported, where \(N\) constitutes the number of recorded wavenumbers. Subsequently, this setup was adapted for confocal reflection microscopy and equipped with a MCT detector.\textsuperscript{88} Mouse lung tissue was DF-imaged at a data acquisition rate of 400 kHz, achieving RMS noise levels down to 0.34 mAU in 0.25 ms per pixel and wavelength. Tiwari et al. employed a recently announced commercial QCL-based IR imaging system (LaserDirect IR imaging system, Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA) for identification of infiltration and fibrosis in endomyocardial biopsy samples to assess transplant rejection.\textsuperscript{185}

Discrimination in confocal IR imaging is between two histopathological classes was obtained by a Bayesian classification algorithm trained on FTIR data as well as on DFIR data. The classifier developed on FTIR imaging data also sufficiently worked with high accuracy on DFIR imaging data, covering a relevant single spectral feature (Fig. 6). This may seem relevant for transferring already built classifiers based on FTIR data for use with DFIR data. It was reported that using this approach, pathologic recognition was at least 16 times faster than with an FTIR imaging system.

Development of a custom-built setup has also been accomplished by the Petrich group. Kröger et al. compiled a transmission mode microscopy setup comprising a CW-MHF-EC-QCL with a tuning range from 1030 to 1090 cm\(^{-1}\) and a microbolometer FPA.\textsuperscript{87,186} The detector signals were filtered by a lock-in amplifier and wavenumber calibration was achieved by simultaneously measuring the transmission spectrum of ethanol vapour. The performance of this setup on imaging an unstained thin section of mouse jejenum was compared to FTIR mapping and imaging.

Despite the small spectral region covered by the QCL-based setup, similar tissue morphology could be visualized by application of \(k\)-means clustering. The gain in acquisition time normalized to measured area and spectral range was estimated to be approx. three orders of magnitude. The developed setup, extended by a pulsed EC-QCL operating between 1160 and 1320 cm\(^{-1}\), was employed for investigation of unstained thin sections of mouse colon mucosa.\textsuperscript{187} After training a random decision forest classifier on the basis of \(k\)-means clustering, goblet cells could be successfully identified in further thin sections. Acquisition of the hyperspectral image (in scan mode) and data analysis was reported to take 7.5 minutes. Subsequently, the setup was used to demonstrate real-time imaging of a living microorganism, achieving a frame rate of 50 Hz at a discrete wavenumber.\textsuperscript{188,189}

The Gardner group focussed on spectral histopathology employing commercially available QCL-IR microscopes. Bassan et al. employed a Spero QCL-IR microscope (Daylight Solutions Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) equipped with a microbolometer FPA for imaging a breast tissue micro array (TMA) with approx. 200 cores.\textsuperscript{179} At a single wavenumber, the area of \(20 \times 24\) mm\(^2\) was imaged at a measurement time of 9 min. Subsequently, human prostate tissue samples were examined using DFIR imaging.\textsuperscript{168} The performance of a classifier based on a random forest algorithm for discrimination between normal and cancerous epithelium was tested at incorporating differing numbers of wavenumbers. Evaluation of images acquired in the spectra range 1000–1800 cm\(^{-1}\) (160 wavenumbers) using a GINI importance plot resulted in a significant drop in importance after the top 20 spectra. Analysis by receiver operator curves (ROC) showed only marginal effect on the classifier performance after reduction of the included wavenumbers between 25 and 16, considerably reducing the data acquisition time for each sample. However, it was noted that for acquiring a robust model for clinical use, a larger patient population needs to be involved to consider...
biochemical variability between patients, potentially leading to a larger number of key biomarkers.

In the Baker group, QCL-based IR microscopy was not only employed for tissue analysis but also for investigations of biofluids.\textsuperscript{190} Hughes et al. applied QCL-IR microscopy for human blood serum based screening of cancer.\textsuperscript{180} The samples were imaged using different discrete frequency ranges and the resulting dataset was subsequently assessed in terms of spectral reproducibility, as depicted in Fig. 7A. Cancer and non-cancer samples were distinguished by evaluation of centroid positions of amide I and amide II bands. It has been demonstrated, that the diagnostic potential for discrimination was preserved even when fewer wavenumbers were acquired, accompanied by considerable reduction in acquisition time (image of one serum spot: 11.3 minutes for 199 data points vs. 1 minute for 9 data points), see Fig. 7A and D. Discrete frequency spectra depicting the amide I and amide II region acquired with a different number of data points are shown in Fig. 7B and E. Distinction between carcinous and non-carcinous patient samples has been performed by calculation of the centroid positions of amide I and amide II bands (Fig. 7C and F). In a proof-of-concept experiment involving 40 unique dried liquid biopsies from brain, breast, lung and skin cancer patients, classification against 10 non-cancer controls could be achieved with accuracies of up to 90%.

Furthermore, Sreedhar et al. employed QCL-IR imaging to detect chemical modifications in liver fibrosis due to diabetes and disease.\textsuperscript{191} A commercial microscope was employed to study TMAs of liver tissue biopsies. By application of principal component analysis-linear discriminant analysis (PCA-LDA) on full spectra (900–1800 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) hepatocytes and fibrosis could be successfully distinguished. Furthermore, discrimination between diabetic and nondiabetic patients was obtained in regions of fibrosis but not in hepatocyte due to high intra-class variance.

More recently, Bird et al. used QCL-IR imaging to discriminate major tissue structures in colorectal biopsy samples.\textsuperscript{192} IR images comprising 10 discrete frequencies were acquired employing a commercial microscope. Different colon tissue classes (protein, collagen, mucin) could be differentiated after generating spectral descriptors. Alternatively, k-means clustering was applied to full band spectral datasets (900–1800 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, data interval: 4 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) to achieve discrimination between tissue structures.

3.3. Analysis of bodily fluids

The high available laser power facilitated the utilization of QCLs for clinical and biomedical applications on biofluids. To date, QCLs have been predominantly applied for glucose monitoring in blood (\textit{in vitro}) and interstitial fluid in skin (\textit{in vivo}) but also for drug testing in saliva. The limiting factor for biofluid analysis by mid-IR spectroscopy is the continuum absorbance of water below 2000 cm\textsuperscript{-1}.\textsuperscript{193} For transmission measurements using FTIR, this implicates confinement to low path length up to 50 μm in the carbohydrate region (950–1250 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) or even below 10 μm in the protein region (1500–1700 cm\textsuperscript{-1}),\textsuperscript{63} accompanied with considerable impairment of robustness during the measurement. Due to the high emission power of QCLs, the path length could be considerably increased.

The majority of reports about applications of QCLs for biofluid analysis focused on glucose analysis. This is an intensively researched field, as monitoring of blood glucose is an essential
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**Fig. 7** QCL-IR microscopy spectra of dried human serum spots recorded with (A) 199 and (D) 9 discrete frequencies using different frequency ranges. (B and E) Mean representative spectra for non-cancer (NC, green) and brain cancer (C, blue) patient samples. (C and F) Corresponding amide I and II peak centroid correlation plots for full and sparse frequency data collection modes, respectively. Reproduced from ref. 180 with permission from Nature Publishing Group, copyright 2016.
part of diabetic management. Normal glucose levels in blood are in the range of 70–145 mg dL\(^{-1}\) (1 mg dL\(^{-1}\) = 10 ppm) with pathophysiologial levels ranging between 35 and 540 mg dL\(^{-1}\).\(^{1,194}\) Currently, the most widespread method for self-monitoring is based on electrochemical biosensing after an enzymatic reaction. This procedure is considered as uncomfortable because it requires periodic (i.e. more than four times per day) invasive extraction of a drop of blood and costly because every measurement requires a new test strip. Throughout the last years, there has been intensive research to establish non-invasive techniques for continuous glucose monitoring.\(^{194–198}\) In these approaches, blood is substituted by other fluids that contain glucose such as saliva, urine, tears or interstitial fluid (ISF) that is monitored through the skin. Among the spectroscopic techniques for non-invasive testing, the near-IR region has been frequently used due to the presence of glucose overtones bands in combination with low water absorption, which allows large penetration depth of the light into skin. However, in this region the spectral features of glucose strongly overlap with amide bands, thus quantification is challenging. Despite the higher water absorption and resulting lower penetration depth in skin, application of mid-IR spectroscopy proves to be promising, because the spectral features of glucose are inherently highly specific and consequently selective even in a complex matrix such as whole blood or interstitial fluid. Glucose gives a highly characteristic spectral signature between 950 and 1200 cm\(^{-1}\) attributed to C–O–H stretching and bending vibrational modes. Thus, no preceding reactions are needed to ensure selectivity of the analysis and reagent-free monitoring is feasible. Employing QCLs, glucose has been monitored \textit{in vitro} in blood plasma and serum by transmission measurements and \textit{in vivo} employing backscattering as well as photoacoustic and photothermal spectroscopy. The first successful glucose measurement in human serum was reported by Martin et al. in 2005.\(^{199}\) Two pulsed DFB-QCLs where combined with a cryogenically-cooled MCT detector. The glucose absorption at 1036 cm\(^{-1}\) and background at 1194 cm\(^{-1}\) were consecutively measured in a 26.4 μm transmission cell, thereby achieving a standard error of 24.7 mg dL\(^{-1}\).\(^{1}\)

With the emergence of EC-QCLs, the Lendl group focused on transmission measurements in blood serum and plasma. Brandstetter et al. employed a pulsed EC-QCL operated in scan mode between 1030 and 1230 cm\(^{-1}\) with a 130 μm transmission flow cell in combination with a TE-cooled MCT detector.\(^{84,200}\) Employing partial least squares (PLS) regression analysis, a standard error of 2.2 mg dL\(^{-1}\) was reported for aqueous glucose standards in the physiological concentration range and the feasibility of measurements in blood serum samples was demonstrated. In subsequent works, the advantage of broadly tunable EC-QCLs was exploited by combination with multi-variate data analysis to perform multi-component analysis.\(^{73}\) The same setup was used for quantification of glucose, lactate and triglycerides in blood serum of 42 healthy donors by using PLS analysis. At a path length of 135 μm, glucose was determined with a prediction error of 6.9 mg dL\(^{-1}\). The approach was further refined and presented as a point-of-care system for simultaneous quantification of up to eight blood parameters, including carbohydrates, lipids, proteins and urea in blood plasma of critically ill patients employing PLS analysis.\(^{201}\) When using a path length of 165 μm, glucose was determined with a cross-validation error of 12.2 mg dL\(^{-1}\). All measured data were within the clinically relevant limits of the Clarke error grid analysis for assessing the quality of glucose measurements.

Apart from the conventional transmission flow cell approach, the Petrich group established a fiber-based system with a small transmission gap, where the liquid sample is introduced. In 2006, Lambrecht et al. used this approach in combination with a FP-QCL for coupling into silver-halide fibers that were separated by a transmission gap of 20–100 μm.\(^{202}\) Employing a pyroelectric detector, a sensitivity of 10 mg L\(^{-1}\) was obtained. After multiple refinement steps of the method,\(^{203–205}\) Vrancˇic et al. presented a minimally invasive fiber-based sensor for continuous \textit{in vivo} glucose monitoring.\(^{206}\) Here, a pulsed, non-tunable laser operated at 1030 cm\(^{-1}\) was used with a pyroelectric detector. The silver halide fiber with a 20 μm gap was implanted in a rat’s neck and changes of the glucose level were continuously monitored in the ISF after injections of glucose or insulin. The data obtained with this sensor was compared with a commercial blood glucose meter and an overall standard deviation of 17.5% was achieved. Assessment by the Clarke error grid indicated acceptable results from a medical standpoint.

The Gnacl group developed a non-invasive \textit{in vivo} glucose sensing method based on detection of backscattered light from the skin. Initially, Liakat et al. reported on \textit{in vitro} transmission measurements at 100 μm path length employing a pulsed EC-QCL laser tunable between 1000 and 1200 cm\(^{-1}\) coupled with a cryogenically-cooled MCT detector.\(^{207}\) Quantification of glucose at relevant concentration ranges (1–400 mg dL\(^{-1}\)) in aqueous and serum solutions could be achieved by employing PLS modelling. The QCL data were compared with FTIR spectroscopy and clinically accurate measurements were obtained with respect to Clarke error grid analysis. More recently, a technique \textit{in vivo} glucose sensing based on backscattering spectroscopy was presented.\(^{208}\) A pulsed EC-QCL tunable between 1000 and 1200 cm\(^{-1}\) was focused into a hollow-core fiber in order to deliver the light to the region of the human palm between thumb and index finger. The backscattered light was collected by a bundle of six fibers circularly arranged around the delivery fiber and detected by a cryogenically-cooled MCT detector. Glucose sensing in the dermal ISF was performed on three healthy humans and 84% of the obtained results lay within the clinically accurate regime of the Clarke grid for glucose concentrations between 75 and 160 mg dL\(^{-1}\).\(^{1}\)

The Mäntele group pioneered the application of photoacoustic (PA) and photothermal deflection (PTD) spectroscopy in combination with QCLs for non-invasive glucose monitoring. When using these techniques, the sample is irradiated by a pulsed or modulated light source. Thermal relaxation after vibrational excitation generates a local temperature rise at the site of absorption that propagates as a periodic heat wave to the surface. Concurrently, a sound wave is generated by heat-induced expansion. Photothermal spectroscopy aims at measuring the heat wave, whereas in photoacoustic spectroscopy the sound wave is detected. A distinctive characteristic of these approaches
is the direct scaling of the signal with incident intensity and the absorption coefficient of the sample.\textsuperscript{209,210} For non-invasive measurements, the measuring cell can be put in direct contact with different regions of the skin. The penetration depth of mid-IR light into skin is approx. 50–100 \( \mu m \). Since blood vessels cannot be reached, PAS and PTD aim at measuring the glucose concentration in ISF that correlates with blood glucose levels with a time delay of roughly 10 minutes.

The first PAS application with QCLs as source of mid-IR radiation was reported by von Lilienfeld-Toal et al. in 2005.\textsuperscript{211} The setup consisted of two single-mode QCLs emitting at 1080 cm\(^{-1}\) (for detecting glucose absorption) and 1066 cm\(^{-1}\) (for detecting background absorption). A twin measuring chamber was employed for simultaneously detecting the laser induced PA signal and the background noise. Overall, the results show poor correlation with blood glucose levels but demonstrate the feasibility of the method. Subsequently, the results were improved by extending the setup with an additional QCL for detecting glucose absorption.\textsuperscript{212} Based on these results demonstrating the benefits of multi-wavelength detection, in a succeeding iteration of the setup, a pulsed EC-QCL tunable between 1000 and 1220 cm\(^{-1}\) was employed as a light source for PA measurements as depicted in Fig. 8A.\textsuperscript{213,214} The PA cell was designed to operate in the ultrasound region at approx. 50 kHz, agreeing with QCL repetition rates, to reduce acoustic noise upon \textit{in vivo} measurements. PLS analysis was employed to predict glucose levels in the \textit{Stratum corneum} layer with a mean prediction error of 15 mg dL\(^{-1}\) in the range of 50–300 mg dL\(^{-1}\). Results of PA measurements at the hypothenar of the hand throughout an oral glucose tolerance test of a healthy individual and a diabetes patient show high congruence with results from an enzymatic blood test without significant delay (<10 min).

More recently, Pleitez et al. introduced an approach based on photothermal deflectometry enhanced by total internal reflection (TIR-PTD) spectroscopy for \textit{in vivo} glucose measurements.\textsuperscript{215} In this setup (Fig. 8D), a pulsed EC-QCL tunable between 1000 and 1220 cm\(^{-1}\) is employed as a pump source and is directed perpendicular into the truncated base of an internal reflection element (IRE). Modulation of the pump beam and sample absorption leads to a periodic increase of the local temperature near the IRE/sample interface, creating a thermal lens within the IRE that deflects the VIS probe beam, detected by a position sensitive diode. This technique enables to reach deeper skin layers compared to conventional attenuated total reflection (ATR) IR techniques. By application of PCA and PLS, glucose levels could be quantified with a prediction error of 9 mg dL\(^{-1}\) for

---

**Fig. 8** Schematic drawings of the (A) photoacoustic and (D) photothermal setup. Non-invasively measured skin glucose concentrations calculated from PLSR cross-validation with skin spectra recorded by (B) photoacoustic detection on the index finger and (E) photothermal detection on the thumb of a volunteer vs. reference blood glucose. Consensus error grid representation of the non-invasive measurements recorded by (C) photoacoustic and (F) photothermal detection. Reproduced from ref. 217 with permission from Wiley-VCH, copyright 2017.
in vivo measurements at the hypothenar of the hand. Results obtained by TIR-PTD agreed well with a commercial blood glucometer for in vivo measurements of a diabetic patient after administration of insulin. Subsequently, this technique was applied to measure depth-dependent IR spectra of human skin by modulation of the pump beam frequency and thus the thermal diffusion length. With regard to glucose measurements, it has been shown that depth profiling of the human skin can be used to improve quantification result by accounting for individual skin properties and day-to-day variations. Employing PLS, glucose levels could be quantified with a cross validation error of 24 mg dL⁻¹ for in vivo measurements at the hypothenar of the hand. Bauer et al. contrasted results of non-invasive glucose monitoring performed by photoacoustic and photothermal skin measurements and reported lower cross validation errors for the photothermal method. The results were well comparable to reference measurements (Fig. 8B and E) and lay within the clinically relevant range as revealed by consensus error grid analysis (Fig. 8D and F). Most recently, the results of photoacoustic and photothermal spectroscopy were compared with data obtained by IR light diffusely reflected from skin. It was concluded that the shallow skin layers accessible by back-scattered IR light merely contains glucose at concentrations only weakly related to blood glucose levels.

Also the Sigrist group reported on developing a PAS system for non-invasive glucose monitoring. Kottmann et al. employed a CW–EC-QCL operated between 1034 and 1080 cm⁻¹ with a mechanical chopper. When measuring skin samples pretreated with glucose solution, a LOD of 100 mg dL⁻¹ (SNR = 1) could be achieved. The same author reported on a small halide fiber-based system employing a matching conically-shaped PA cell. In vitro measurements of aqueous glucose solution yielded a LOD of 57 mg dL⁻¹ (SNR = 1). Qualitative measurements of human skin were shown to demonstrate the potential of the setup. Subsequently, a PAS setup was presented employing two EC-QCLs at fixed emission wavelengths of 1080 and 1180 cm⁻¹. An oral glucose tolerance test was performed with a healthy volunteer. Without applying chromometric methods, the computed signal ratio of the two wavelengths reasonably follows glucose levels that were simultaneously determined by a commercial glucometer.

Apart from the different approaches for quantification of glucose in blood and in the interstitial fluid of the epidermis, there have been efforts to detect cocaine in saliva based on QCL-IR spectroscopy. Saliva sampling is less invasive than blood testing and does not require medically trained staff. The aim is to develop a portable cocaine sensor for clinical and on-roadside drug testing. Currently, the results of immunoassay screening tools need to be confirmed by a subsequent blood test based on liquid chromatography combined with mass spectroscopy, involving complex sample preparation and bulky equipment. The legal limit for cocaine in saliva in most countries is 20 ng mL⁻¹, whereas the level can get as high as 300 μg mL⁻¹ from a single 40 mg dose of cocaine. Chang et al. coupled a single mode CW–DFB-QCL operated at 1724 cm⁻¹ with a Si/Ge waveguide to detect carbonyl vibrations of cocaine. The sample solution was applied via a microfluidic system. Due to the high absorption of the aqueous sample matrix, on-line microfluidic liquid–liquid extraction of the analyte from saliva to tetrachloroethylene was devised. Employing this setup, real-time measurements of saliva samples spiked with cocaine were performed demonstrating a detection limit of 100 μg mL⁻¹.

4. Conclusions and outlook

The surveyed work shows an impressive collection of QCL-based applications in biomedical spectroscopy. Particularly the work on breath analysis benefits from the long-lasting experience of developing advanced QCL-based detection schemes for trace gas analysis. In contrast, current implementations of QCLs for biomedical analysis of liquids seem rather limited to the quantification of glucose in blood, but recent advancements in protein analysis promise near-term extension to further applications, e.g., milk analysis. Regarding QCL-IR imaging, the availability of commercially obtainable QCL-based microscopes will further expand the field of applications.

Apart from the technologies already adopted for biomedical sensing applications, there is ongoing progress in QCL engineering that may affect the design of upcoming sensing strategies. QCL-based mid-IR frequency combs for dual comb spectroscopy have been proposed for breath analysis due to their high spectral resolution and fast response times, but with recently presented bandwidths of up to 150 cm⁻¹, this approach seems also feasible for measurements of liquid-state biomedical samples. Since spectral tuning is accomplished without moving parts, fluctuations in the emission spectrum originating from mode-hops during scanning of EC-QCLs can be avoided. The same advantage is delivered by Vernier Effect based distributed Bragg reflectors and DFB-QCL arrays. The latter have already been successfully employed for hyperspectral imaging and are well suited for portable use.

Quantum heterostructures can also be applied for detection purposes in the form of quantum cascade detectors (QCD). QCLs and QCDs have already been integrated and measurements of gaseous and liquid samples have been demonstrated. This technology may have important implications for development of clinical devices, especially in regard to their miniaturization and integration to lab-on-a-chip sensors.

An alternative to conventional IR microscope pose IR nanoscopic techniques such as AFM-IR (atomic force microscopy-based IR) spectroscopy and scattering scanning near field optical microscopy (s-SNOM), which are near-field detection techniques that allow spatial resolution on the nanometer scale. For both methods, QCLs are routinely employed as light sources. In AFM-IR spectroscopy, QCLs are preferably used because they offer high versatility in pulsed operation. The sub-diffraction limited spatial resolution of IR nanoscopy is particularly attractive for cell studies. AFM-IR spectroscopy was already employed for analysis of cancer cells and single bacteria cells and s-SNOM was applied for studies of blood cells and viruses. Although AFM-IR (nanoIR2, Anasys Instruments;
Vista-IR, Molecular Vista) and s-SNOM (nanoIR2-s, Anasys Instruments; neaSNOM, Neaspec) instruments are commercially available, application of these techniques will most probably be confined to the academic medical field and not be introduced to routine diagnostics.

This review summarizes the extensive technological advances in biomedical sensing applications involving QCLs and illustrates that the road is paved for their further use in a clinical context. However, the next step, being the transition from technical report to application in clinical trials and routine work is still in its infancy. To achieve this, different stakeholders (researchers, clinicians, and instrument manufacturers) need to cooperate. An important step is to overcome the nomenclature of the own scientific field and establish a common language. For example, spectroscopic and chemometric achievements can be expressed in terms of clinically relevant metrics such as sensitivity, specificity, ROC, AUC among others.\textsuperscript{242,243} Notably, Clarke’s error grid has been readily adopted as quality reference in most of the reviewed papers involving glucose quantification in blood.

Large scale trials are required to profoundly assess the future and eventually relevance of QCL-based spectroscopy in a clinical setting. In this regard, a robust device design is imperative that allows safe, low maintenance and durable operation, so that a user with little training can collect repeatable data. With a small footprint and often no need for cryogenically-cooled detectors, QCL-based instruments fulfil the fundamental requirements. These clinical trials will provide data about accuracy and validity of the methods and its efficacy within the clinical environment. Validated information about how accurately a new instrument can diagnose disease or perform treatment monitoring will ultimately be the basis for acceptance in the medical community.\textsuperscript{244}

Finally, the herein presented and future developed spectroscopic methods based on QCLs need to actively demonstrate that they provide an added value over established, well documented, FDA-approved and cost efficient gold standards currently used in clinical diagnostics.
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